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You want to query the VARCHAR column ' code' values that match:
Start with "p"
End with "_"
Contain more than 3 characters
Assume that sql_mode is blank.
Which two queries select only those rows?
A. SELECT code FROM operations WHERE code LIKE "p%%_";
B. SELECT code FROM operations WHERE code LIKE " '%'%_' "ESCAPE
" ' '';
C. SELECT code FROM operations WHERE code LIKE "p_%_%;_"ESCAPE
"/";
D. SELECT code FROM operations WHERE code LIKE "p_\%\_";
E. SELECT code FROM operations WHERE code LIKE "p%_\_";
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true regarding sensitive authentication
data?
A. Encrypt sensitive authentication data removes it from PC DSS
scope
B. Sensitive data is required for recurring transactions
C. Sensitive authentication data includes PAN and service code
D. Sensitive authentication exists in the magnetic strip or
chip, and is also printed on the payment card
Answer: D
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A. R4
B. ASW1
C. R1
D. R3
E. DSW1
F. R2
G. DSW2
Answer: C

Explanation:
On R1, we need to permit IP 209.65.200.222/30 under the access
list.

NEW QUESTION: 4
How many letters do you have to enter for the auto-complete to
work?
A. 0
B. 1
C. l
D. 2
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation/Reference: Auto complete will begin to auto prompt
on the first keystroke.
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